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OSCILLATORY KINETICS OF GENE EXPRESSION:PROTEIN CONVERSION AND SLOW mRNA TRANSPORTV. P. Zhdanov *Department of Applied Physis, Chalmers University of TehnologyS-41296, Göteborg, SwedenBoreskov Institute of Catalysis, Russian Aademy of Sienes630090, Novosibirsk, RussiaReeived February 4, 2009The negative feedbak between mRNA and regulatory-protein prodution may result in osillations in the ki-netis of gene expression if the mRNA�protein interplay inludes protein onversion. Using a mean-�eld kinetimodel, we show that suh osillations an be ampli�ed due to limitations of the mRNA transport between thenuleus and ytoplasm. This e�et may be dramati for the mRNA population in the nuleus.PACS: 87.16.-b, 05.10.-a1. INTRODUCTIONThe expression of the information enoded in genesis known to our via a templated polymerization alledtransription, in whih the genes are used as templatesto guide the synthesis of shorter moleules of RNA [1℄.Subsequently, many RNAs, or, more spei�ally, mes-senger RNAs (mRNA) serve to diret the synthesis ofproteins by ribosomes. Another large lass of RNA in-ludes nonoding RNAs (nRNA) [2, 3℄. The funtionsof these RNAs are based on their ability to bind to andmodulate the ativity of mRNAs and/or proteins [2℄.The whole proess of gene expression an be regulatedat all the steps. Spei�ally, the gene transription per-formed by RNA polymerase during its assoiation withDNA is often ontrolled by master regulatory proteins.Suh proteins assoiate with DNA and either failitateor suppress the RNA synthesis.The positive and negative feedbaks between RNAand protein formation may result in omplex kinetifeatures inluding bistability and osillations (see, re-spetively, reviews [4�6℄ and [7, 8℄). Suh features oftenplay a key role in regulation of ellular proesses. Forthis reason, the bistable and osillatory kinetis of geneexpression have long attrated attention, and the ur-rent understanding of the general underlying fators*E-mail: zhdanov�halmers.se

is relatively omplete. In partiular, the kineti osilla-tions in the mRNA�protein interplay are believed to belikely if the feedbak between mRNA and protein pro-dution is negative and the suppression of the mRNAprodution is delayed due to a few steps of protein on-version (see review [7℄ and reent simulations [9�11℄; forthe models inluding nRNA, see Ref. [12℄). This se-nario an be ompliated by slow transport of mRNAand protein between the nuleus and ytoplasm. In thiswork, we show how this transport an in�uene osilla-tions. Taking into aount that the protein transportis usually faster than that of mRNA [13℄, we fous ouranalysis on the mRNA transport.2. CONVENTIONAL KINETICSTo illustrate the onventional osillatory kinetis ofthe mRNA and protein formation, we assume that thefeedbak between mRNA and protein synthesis is neg-ative, the suppression of the mRNA prodution is de-layed due to protein onversion from one form to an-other form, and the mRNA and protein transport be-tween the nuleus and ytoplasm is rapid. The lastassumption means that mRNA and protein are dis-tributed in the ell at random, and we an operate withthe total populations of the interating speies. We an-alyze one of the simplest generi models of this type,inluding prodution of protein P1 by mRNA (R), on-1207
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Time, minFig. 1. R and P3 numbers as funtions of time a-ording to Eqs. (1)�(4) with n = 6, KP3 = 40,kt = 105 min�1, ks = 2 min�1, k12 = k23 == 0:2 min�1, kR = 0:4 min�1, and kP1 = kP3 == 0:2 min�1version of P1 to P2 and then to P3, and suppression ofthe R prodution by P3. In partiular, the R produ-tion is assumed to our whenever n regulatory sitesare free of P3. The orresponding mean-�eld kinetiequations for the R, P1, P2, and P3 populations in theell are given by [11℄dNRdt = kt� KP3KP3 +NP3�n � kRNR; (1)dNP1dt = ksNR � (k12 + kP1)NP1; (2)dNP2dt = k12NP1 � k23NP2; (3)dNP3dt = k23NP2 � kP3NP3; (4)where kt is the rate onstant of the P3-regulated genetransription, [KP3=(KP3 + NP3)℄n is the probabilitythat all the regulatory sites are free of P3, KP3 is theP3 assoiation�dissoiation onstant, ks is the rate on-stant of P1 synthesis, k12 and k23 are the P1 and P2onversion rate onstants, and kM , kP1, and kP3 arethe degradation rate onstants (the P2 degradation isnegleted in order to redue the number of model pa-rameters).Typial osillatory kinetis predited byEqs. (1)�(4) with physially reasonable parametersare shown in Fig. 1. Although the protein-onversion-related delay in osillations plays a onstrutive rolein this ase, it simultaneously somewhat damps thefeedbaks between di�erent steps. For this reason, the

relative hanges of the numbers of mRNA and proteinopies during the osillations are relatively small. Inpartiular, the ratio of the minimum and maximumprotein numbers is typially � 0:5.3. INTERPLAY OF CONVERSION ANDTRANSPORTEquations (1)�(4) involving the total mRNA andprotein populations imply that the mRNA and proteintransport is rapid. In our analysis, we aept this ap-proximation for protein and fous on the mRNA trans-port. To expliitly inlude the mRNA transport be-tween the nuleus and ytoplasm into the model, wemust speify the transport mehanism. In general, thetransport ours via onventional di�usion in the highlyrowded spae and penetration through the membraneseparating the nuleus and ytoplasm [13, 14℄. Therelative role of these two hannels is often still openfor debate. The bistable kinetis of gene expression in-luding the former hannel were simulated in Refs. [15�17℄. In this work, we assume that the mRNA transportis limited by the penetration through the intraellularmembrane. In this ase, the nuleus and ytoplasm anbe represented by two ompartments with volumes �Vand �V (V is the ell volume, � is the fration of thespae orresponding to the nuleus, and � � 1��), andwe an operate with the orresponding mRNA pop-ulations, NR1 and NR2. The mRNA onentrationsin these ompartments are NR1=(�V ) and NR2=(�V ).The net rate of the mRNA penetration through the in-traellular membrane is proportional to the di�ereneof these onentrations and an be represented asW = �t�NR1� � NR2� � ;where �t is the transport rate onstant (this rate on-stant is proportional to the membrane area and in-versely proportional to V ). Additionally taking intoaount that the protein synthesis ours in the yto-plasm, we extend Eqs. (1)�(4) asdNR1dt = kt � KP3KP3 +NP3�n �� �t�NR1� � NR2� �� kR1NR1; (5)dNR2dt = �t�NR1� � NR2� �� kR2NR2; (6)dNP1dt = k�sNR2 � (k12 + kP1)NP1; (7)1208
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Fig. 2. Populations of mRNA in the nuleus (R1), mRNA in the ytoplasm (R2) and P3 as funtions of time aording toEqs. (5)�(9) for � = 0:2 and �t = 10 (a), 1 (b), 0:1 (), and 0:01 min�1 (d). The other parameters are as in Fig. 1dNP2dt = k12NP1 � k23NP2; (8)dNP3dt = k23NP2 � kP3NP3: (9)All the rate onstants (exept �t) are de�ned here asin Eqs. (1)�(4).If the mRNA transport is rapid (i.e., �t is su�-iently high), Eqs. (5)�(9) predit the same kinetisas Eqs. (1)�(4). To obtain idential results in thislimit, we note that the rate of protein synthesis inEqs. (5)�(9), k�sNR2, is proportional to the mRNA po-pulation in the ytoplasm, while in Eqs. (1)�(4), thisrate, ksNR, is proportional to the total mRNA popula-tion. If the mRNA transport is rapid, these rates mustbe equal, i.e., k�sNR2 = ksNR;and in addition we should haveNR2 = �NR:Therefore, the two rate onstants of protein synthe-sis should be related as ks = �k�s . With this reserva-tion, we an use the same rate onstants in Eqs. (1)�(4)and (5)�(9).

Typial kinetis predited by Eqs. (5)�(9) areshown in Fig. 2 for �t = 10, 1, 0.1 and 0.01 min�1.For �t = 10 min�1, the kinetis are nearly the sameas those predited by Eqs. (1)�(4) (f. Figs. 1 and 2).With dereasing �t, the amplitude of osillations isseen to inrease. This e�et is dramati for the mRNApopulation in the nuleus and relatively weak for themRNA population in the ytoplasm and the proteinpopulation.Taking into aount that the limitations in themRNA transport amplify osillations, it was interestingto verify whether these limitations an result in osil-lations if we exlude protein onversion. The equationsorresponding to this senario are given bydNR1dt = kt � KPKP +NP �n �� �t�NR1� � NR2� �� kR1NR1; (10)dNR2dt = �t�NR1� � NR2� �� kR2NR2; (11)1209



V. P. Zhdanov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 6, 2009dNPdt = k�sNR2 � kPNP : (12)All the rate onstants are de�ned here in analogy withthose used Eqs. (5)�(9). Using the same parametersas in Fig. 2, we have found that Eqs. (10)�(12) do notpredit osillations.4. CONCLUSIONIn summary, we have shown that the osillatory ki-netis of gene expression, related to protein onversion,an be ampli�ed due to limitations of the mRNA trans-port between the nuleus and ytoplasm. This e�etmay be espeially signi�ant for the mRNA populationin the nuleus. Finally, we note that our analysis isbased on the mean-�eld kineti equations. The or-responding Monte Carlo simulations performed by us-ing the standard Gillespie algorithm indiate that thestohasti features do not hange our onlusions.REFERENCES1. B. Alberts, A. Johnson, J. Lewis, M. Ra�, K. Roberts,and P. Walter, Moleular Biology of the Cell, Garland,New York (2002).2. J. A. Goodrih and J. F. Kugel, Nat. Rev. Mole. Cell.Biol. 7, 612 (2006).
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